Logistics managers want one end-to-end solution that is reliable, easy to use, and fully integrated with Oracle WMS.

WMS All-in-One™ provides all the components needed to drive your business processes on the warehouse floor. Birlasoft provides consulting, deployment and implementation using best-of-breed technologies from Oracle and our partners. WMS All-in-One simplifies your life and reduces risk by having Birlasoft as your single, experienced partner taking care of the complete solution.

For example, consider these typical scenarios and questions from logistics managers.

- How can we get up and running quickly on mobile warehouse technology?
- Which handheld scanners are easy to use, trouble-free and can handle a tough environment?
- We need high quality labels for drums, cases, pallets – how can we print labels automatically using Oracle WMS?
- How can we research understanding all the technologies is time consuming – can you help me sift through all the information and figure out what is best for my environment?
- How can we interface and integrate Oracle WMS with our conveyors and automated systems?

WMS All-in-One™ Solution Features

- **Label Printing from Oracle**
  Standard labels or custom, vendor compliance requirements, rules-based labeling

- **Auto ID Labeling**
  Bar codes and/or RFID, shelf and bin labeling, barcoding process documentation

- **Logistics Expertise**
  Warehousing, Logistics and Manufacturing expertise

- **Oracle WMS/MSCA Setup and Configuration**
  Proper setup and configuration to match business processes

- **Wireless Infrastructure**
  RF Site Survey and Installation, current coverage, corporate security requirements

- **Mobile Data Collection**
  Handhelds, fork truck mounted units, workstations, device management
Birlasoft Oracle Practice provides Oracle and process-based expertise to Manufacturing, Automotive and Energy industries. More than 2,000 Oracle professionals deliver a powerful combination of industry experience and Oracle knowledge in the following areas:

- E-Business Suite
- JD Edwards
- Agile PLM
- CRM On Demand
- Value Chain Planning
- Value Chain Execution
  - Oracle Configurator
  - Warehouse Management
  - Oracle Transportation Management
- Business Intelligence and Hyperion
- Fusion Middleware
- Global Services and Support

Birlasoft holds

20+ Oracle specializations

and

5 advanced specializations
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